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Abstract: The loss caused by railway accidents becomes larger as their technology 

advances such as the increase in the transportation capacity and speed.  In Japanese 

railway history, most of the safety measures were devised after suffering severe 

railway accidents.  This kind of retrospective approach to the safety cannot be 

effective for the development of a new railway system, and thus a proactive system 

approach to the safety problems such as PRA (Probabilistic Risk Assessment) is to be 

desired.  Toward this goal, the identification of accident occurrence conditions 

leading to a severe accident is essential at the design stage.  This paper tries to apply 

the concept of “safety control functions” to the evaluation of accident occurrence 

conditions in a conventional event tree/fault tree approach.  A safety control function 

is composed of detection, diagnosis, and execution functions, each of which 

corresponds to a specific component function or human operator action.  Using safety 

control functions, not only the event tree for a specific initiating event can be easily 

constructed, but also the failure probability of a safety control function can be 

evaluated systematically.  A simple illustrative example of a collision accident in a 

single track railway shows that this approach is both easy to understand and adaptive 

to the situational change. 
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1. Introduction 

The loss caused by railway accidents becomes larger as their technology advances such as 
the increase in the transportation capacity and speed.  For the prevention and mitigation of 
accidents, various safety protective systems are installed in the railway systems. In the 
Japanese railway history, most of the safety measures and devices were devised after 
suffering severe railway accidents, which results in multilayered protective systems [1]. 
However, accidents due to human errors still occurred recently, and all the accidents in the 
railway system cannot be vanished completely.  

On the other hand, the depressed economical condition of the Japanese railway 
companies forces them to accomplish the safety mission efficiently without keeping the 
safety level of the overall railway system down.  For the effective resource allocation 
under such a severe condition, the railway system should be considered as a total system
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composed of various components.  A proactive system approach to the safety problems 
such as PRA (Probabilistic Risk Assessment) [2] is to be applied for this purpose.  

In PRA, firstly all possible accident event sequences leading to a severe accident 
must be identified, and then an appropriate measure must be taken for a specific accident 
sequence selected based on its estimated risk.  Thus, the derivation of accident occurrence 
conditions is the most important part of PRA, whose correctness determines the validity of 
analysis results.  However, the derivation conventionally depends on the subjective 
judgment of system analysts and designers, which might cause an error.  To obtain an 
objective accident occurrence condition, this paper tries to apply the concept of “safety 
control functions” to not only the derivation of accident occurrence conditions in an event 
tree model for a specific disturbance or initiating event, but also the analysis of their 
failure conditions.  An illustrative example of a collision accident in a single track railway 
shows the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed method. 

2.  Accident Occurrence Conditions Based on Safety Control Functions  

2.1 General Accident Occurrence Conditions 

Generally speaking, to prevent and mitigate a system accident, several types of safety 

protective systems are installed in such large scale systems as chemical and nuclear plants 

and railway systems. The concept of “independent protection layers” [3] or “defence in 

depth” [4] is a standard approach for the safety design in these complex systems.  To 

mitigate the effect of a failure of some protective system, another independent protective 

system is installed in the system. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram for multilayered 

protective systems in a chemical plant. Considering the occurrence of an accident in this 

kind of system, the accident occurs due to the failure of its safety control functions.  Here, 

safety control functions mean not only safety protective systems, but also human actions 

to reduce the risk caused by a disturbance or component failure.  A safety control system 

corresponds to a set of components which accomplish a safety control function.  If a 

safety control system is normal, it can accomplish its function to prevent or mitigate a 

disturbance. Thus, for a system accident to occur, the following two conditions must be 

satisfied: 

(C1) A disturbance such as human erroneous action and component failure must occur   

that can cause an initial deviation leading to the system accident.  

 

(C2) Safety control systems must be failed which can prevent or mitigate the disturbance.  

As shown in Figure 2, accident occurrence conditions in the event tree can be represented 

as logical AND combination of the occurrence condition of a disturbance and failure 

conditions of safety control functions related to the disturbance. To obtain the accident 

occurrence conditions, both disturbances leading to system accidents and safety control 

systems related to them must be identified. 
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Fig. 1:  Independent Protection Layers 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Event Tree for a System Accident 

 

2.2 Occurrence of Disturbances 

To identify a disturbance or initiating event which can cause a system accident, there are 

two types of approaches: bottom-up and top-down. The former corresponds to FMEA 

(Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) [5], while the latter corresponds to FTA (Fault Tree 

Analysis) [6]. In the FMEA, the possible effect of a component failure, human erroneous 

action, or external event is evaluated from the component level to the system level using 

functional relations among components in the system hierarchical structure. Based on its 

effect on the system, a disturbance to be considered for the safety design can be selected. 

On the other had, in the FTA, an end state or a system accident to be prevented and 

mitigated  is specified firstly, and then a logic tree is constructed step-by-step, which 

shows the cause-effect relation between the system accident and basic events representing 

component failure and human errors.  Minimal combinations of basic events (or 

component failure) and disturbances leading to the system accident can be obtained, each 

of which corresponds to an occurrence condition of the specified system accident. In this 

paper, the FMEA approach is applied to the selection of an initiating event based on the 

previous accident data.  So, the disturbance to be mitigated is assumed at first.  
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2.3 Safety Control Function Failure 

Safety control functions, which can prevent or mitigate a specific abnormal event, are 

generally composed of three basic functions: detection, diagnosis, and execution. 

Detection consists of monitoring system states continuously or periodically to get 

information on the current state of the plant, and detecting its abnormality.  Diagnosis is 

composed of identifying the cause of the system abnormality and selecting an appropriate 

control action.  Execution corresponds to the execution of the selected control action.  

Corresponding to these basic functions, the safety control system can be composed of 

three parts: sensing part, controlling part, and executing part. The primary function of a 

component can clarify which part of a safety control system it constitutes.  For each 

disturbance or initiating event, safety control functions which can prevent it must be 

identified, depending on the system situation to be considered in the analysis.  A safety 

control system related to the accident can be easily identified by examining whether its 

detection part can detect the effect of a disturbance or not.  Investigating the information 

flow from the detection part, the whole structure of a safety control system can be 

identified, where each function can be achieved by a different system component.  

In obtaining failure conditions of a safety control system, its decomposition into 

sensing, controlling, and executing parts can easily identify what kinds of dysfunction can 

happen.  For example, to identify possible failure conditions in detecting a disturbance, 

the following questions must be answered:  Is the subject disturbance assumed in the 

design?  Can the subject disturbance be identified?  How can the sensing part fail?  In this 

way, all possible causes of the detection failure can be identified.  For a safety control 

function to work successfully, all three basic functions must work successfully.  Thus, the 

failure condition of a safety control system can be obtained as a logical OR combination 

of failure conditions of each part.  For example, consider an operator recovery action 

caused by an alarm.  The alarm corresponds to the detection of a disturbance, and the 

operator plays the role of diagnosis of the disturbance and execution of an appropriate 

action.  In this case, both the normal function of the alarm and the successful performance 

of the human operator are essential to accomplish the safety control function.  Human 

errors such as perceptional errors and mistakes must be considered based on the diagnosis 

and execution actions required of human operators.  Human factor analysis [7] should be 

performed by focusing on the basic functions allocated to operators, which can clarify the 

interactions of operators with system components. 

3.  Illustrative Example: Collision Accident  

This chapter shows the details of the proposed method by analyzing a collision accident in 

a single track railway as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3:  Single Track Railway 

3.1 System Description 

Consider a single track railway consisting of stations A & B and a signal station between 
them.  At the signal station, each train always runs in the left-side track due to the turnout 
mechanism of points, which can make a safe crossing of two trains at the signal station.  
The safety principle in a single track railway is that only one train is allowed to run in a 
block section.  The single track between stations A & B can be largely divided into three 
block sections: (b1) the section between station A and the signal station, (b2) the section 
including the signal station, and (b3) the section between the signal station and station B.  
“Single track” implies that a collision accident can happen if two opposite trains exist in 
block sections (b1) and (b3).  To carry out the safety principle, assume that eight signal 
devices and four errant departure detection devices [8] are installed as shown in Figure 3.  
Signal devices are used to maintain one train in a block section.  Here, signal devices are 
controlled by “special automatic block” rule [8]; only one direction in a block section 
must be allowed for a train which enters it first.  Errant departure detection devices can 
prevent an accident due to the errant departure of a train ignoring the red signal.  For 
example, if train Y accidentally passes across errant departure detection device b with 
signal 6 being red, signal 1 turns red to stop train X at station A.  In this way, a pair of 
errant departure detection device and signal device can work together to prevent a 
collision accident.  

3.2 Safety Control Functions 

In this example, a collision accident can occur if the safety principle is violated, or two 
trains exist in a block section.  To prevent a collision accident, the signal system and 
errant departure detection devices are installed to maintain the safety principle.  The signal 
system is regarded as a part of safety control function, because it gives train drivers orders 
to follow the safety principle.  To achieve the safety control function, the final control 
action to stop a train must be taken by the driver.  Thus, the signal system combined with 
train drivers constitutes a safety control system.  Further, for a train to stop according to 
the driver action, its braking system must function successfully. Similarly, a pair of errant 
departure detection device and signal device can be regarded as a part of a safety control 
system to give a train driver orders to stop before entering the block section.  Thus, an 
errant departure detection device, a signal device and a driver with a braking system 
accomplish a safety control function. In both safety control systems, the final control 
action must be taken by drivers, whose errors lead to a fatal accident even if the hardware 
devices are normal. Further, the frequency of human errors may be much higher than 
failure frequency of hardware components.  Thus, the role of the driver in each safety 
control system is essential. 

In addition to the above safety action, another general safety control action must be 
taken by drivers.  A driver must stop his train if he cannot confirm its safety or he detects 
an abnormal condition. This requirement implies that a driver by himself constitutes a 
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safety control system; if he detects an abnormal condition, he must select an appropriate 
action to stop the train and execute its action. Similarly to the previous control action, the 
braking system must be normal for the safety control action to be accomplished.  In this 
safety control procedure, the detection is very important, which not only triggers the 
following actions, but also affects the allowable time to take an appropriate action. In a 
collision accident, the available time when a driver detects another train approaching has 
much effect on the severity of an accident. 

Thus, three kinds of safety control systems are assumed in this example: (s1) signal 
system & driver with braking system, (s2) errant departure detection device, signal, & 
driver with braking system, and (s3) drivers by themselves with braking systems. 

3.3 Accident Occurrence Conditions 

Obtain accident occurrence conditions for a collision accident of trains X and Y. Assume 

an initiating event that train X accidentally departs from station A neglecting signal 1 

being red after train Y leaves station B for station A and train X keeps running toward 

station B.  Let this condition denoted as (a0) the errant departure of train X.  

Examine the availability of each safety control system for the errant departure of 

train X.  For each safety control system to function, it must detect the occurrence of a 

disturbance.  Firstly, this disturbance can be detected by errant departure detection device 

a, which turns signal 6 red to prevent train Y from entering block section (b1).  In safety 

control system (s3), drivers at trains X and Y can detect the effect of the disturbance or the 

possibility of a collision accident when both trains come in sight.  This detection can 

occur after errant departure detection device a.  On the other hand, the signal system by 

itself cannot detect the effect of this disturbance.  Thus, safety control systems (s2) and 

(s3) can prevent the accident.  

Next, consider the effectiveness of safety control systems (s2) and (s3).  Since safety 

control system (s2) prevents train Y from entering block section (b1), it will be of no 

effect if train Y is in block section (b1) when errant departure detection device a detects 

the errant departure of train X.  The initial position of train Y when train X makes an errant 

departure affects the effectiveness of safety control system (s2).  Safety control system 

(s3) can be effective regardless of the initial position, because it functions just before a 

collision accident.  The initial position of train Y can be divided into two possible 

conditions: 

(a) Initial Condition (a1) 
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(b) Initial Condition (a2) 

 

Fig. 4: Event Tree Representation 

 

(a1) Train Y is running on the approach to signal 6 with a consistent signal condition 

where at least signals 6 & 7 are green (to go) and signals 1 & 2 are red (to stop), and 

(a2) Train Y is in block section (b1) after passing by signal 6. 

 

Available safety control systems can be obtained for each condition as follows. 

For (a1), (s2) Signal 6 with driver action and (s3) Driver actions at trains X & Y. 

For (a2), (s3) Driver actions at trains X & Y. 

 

Event trees for these two initial conditions are represented as shown in Figure 4.  To 

avoid a collision accident, two counter measures are possible in this single track railway: 

(c1) trains X and Y cross each other at the signal station and (c2) trains X and Y stop before 

the collision. In initial condition (a1), two successful event sequences are possible. The 

sequence at the top represents the first case (c1), where train Y stops before the exit of the 

signal station on the right side of train X so that they can cross each other. Even if 

countermeasure (c1) fails, countermeasure (c2) can be applied as shown in the second 

event sequence.  Each driver notices their opposite train approaching to stop his train. In 

initial condition (a2), since train Y passed by signal 6 before train X departed from station 

A accidentally, errant departure detection device a was of no effect.  The only available 

countermeasure is (c2).  The top sequence in Figure 4(b) corresponds to this safe case. 

Comparing event trees for initial conditions (a1) and (a2), the event tree for (a2) has fewer 

safety control systems, and the drivers must play more important role.  As this example 

shows, the availability of safety control systems depends on the initial condition where a 

disturbance or initiating event occurs.  Not only its sensing action to detect a disturbance, 

but also its control action must be considered for a safety control system in evaluating its 

effectiveness on the disturbance. 
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3.4 Accident Occurrence Conditions 

To obtain accident occurrence conditions of a collision accident, failure conditions must 

be obtained for each safety control system related to its initiating event or disturbance. 

Since a safety control system is considered as a series structure of detection, diagnosis, 

and execution parts, its failure condition is logical OR combination of failure conditions 

of each part.  The accident occurrence conditions can be obtained as logical AND 

combination of a disturbance occurrence condition and failure conditions of its effective 

safety control systems. 

Obtain failure conditions of safety control system (s2).  Since it is composed of errant 

departure detection device a and signal 6, the detection part detects the errant departure of 

train X and gives warning to the driver at train Y.  Detection failure is due to the failed-

dangerous failure (or failure-to-detect) of errant departure detection device a OR the 

communication failure of signal 6 (or failure to communicate information to the driver).  

The driver plays the role of diagnosis and execution.  If signal 6 is red, the driver must 

stop train Y before the exit of the signal station.  Otherwise, the driver will continue to run 

train Y.  A general driver action caused by a signal can be divided into the detection of the 

signal, the judgment and selection of an appropriate operation, and the execution of it.  

However, since the stop/go operation depending on the signal can be considered as a kind 

of stimulus-response action of a well-trained driver with omitting the judgment part, its 

error can be evaluated as a skill-based error.  The detection error of a red signal can be 

evaluated as a perceptional error.  Even if the driver makes no error, the braking system 

failure can nullify his protective action. The braking system failure in train Y must be 

included as a failure condition of the driver's stop action.  Thus, the failure condition of 

safety control system (s2) can be represented as logical OR combination of the following 

failure conditions:  

 

(b1) the failed-dangerous failure of errant departure detection device a,  

(b2) the communication failure of signal 6,  

(b3) the driver at train Y fails to detect the red signal, 

(b4) the driver at train Y fails to stop his train, 

(b5) the braking system at train Y fails to stop train Y. 

A stop action of a driver by himself can be also divided into (1) detection of a train 

approaching and (2) execution of a stop action with warning the other driver. Here, the 

diagnosis and selection of an appropriate action in this emergency condition can be 

committed as a single action combined with execution, because the countermeasure to be 

taken is obvious for the well-trained driver to prevent an accident.  Since both drivers 

must stop their trains, failure conditions of safety control system (s3) is obtained as logical 

OR combination of the following conditions: 

 

(c1) the driver at train X fails to detect train Y approaching, 

(c2) the driver at train X fails to stop his train, 

(c3) the braking system at train X fails to stop train X, 

(c4) the driver at train Y fails to detect train X approaching, 

(c5) the driver at train Y fails to stop his train, 

(c6) the braking system at train Y fails to stop train Y. 
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In both initial conditions, the drivers’ errors must be evaluated for safety control 

system (s3).  Although the logical expressions of their failure conditions are the same, the 

dependency between human errors must be considered by focusing on the difference in 

conditions.  For example, in the third sequence of event tree for initial condition (a1) (see 

Figure 4(a)), the driver at train Y commits the same type of errors twice. The more 

accurate evaluation of human errors is to be desired, the more detailed analysis of the 

above conditions must be performed from the viewpoint of human factors [7].  For 

simplicity of the discussion, we do not expand the above conditions further.  

Accident occurrence conditions for initial condition (a1) can be obtained as: 

{a0 AND a1} AND {b1 OR b2 OR b3 OR b4 OR b5} AND {c1 OR c2 OR c3 OR c4 

OR c5 OR c6} 

 

Thirty minimal cut sets are obtained. For initial condition (a2), since safety function (s2) 

is of no effect, accident occurrence conditions can be obtained as: 

{a0 AND a2} AND {c1 OR c2 OR c3 OR c4 OR c5 OR c6} 

 

Comparing these two cases, the size of minimal cut sets is less in initial condition (a2), 

which means initial condition (a2) is more dangerous and drivers’ control actions are 

more serious.  Especially, human errors in the driver action constitute a single component 

failure condition of a system accident with neglecting the occurrence of initial condition.  

Even in initial condition (a1), human errors of the driver at Train Y appear as failure 

conditions (b3), (b4), (c4) and (c5). Further, the failure condition of braking system at 

train Y appears as (b5) and (c6).  Though safety control systems seem redundant 

apparently, the common cause failures, human errors of the driver at train Y and failure of 

braking system at train Y, induce the simultaneous failure occurrence of safety control 

systems (s2) and (s3). To prevent this condition, an alternative protection measure must be 

devised. In the next section, the effect of adding an automatic train stop (ATS) (or 

automatic train protection, ATP) [8] is considered.  

3.5 Evaluation of Improvement by ATS 

To mitigate the effect of a driver’s omission errors of stop actions, ATSs are assumed to 

be installed at all signals. The basic safety control function of an ATS is to warn a driver 

approaching the red signal to stop the train, and to forcibly stop the train when the driver 

does not make an appropriate response.  If a driver stops the train appropriately, the ATS 

will not force his action.  The ATS can take an emergency stop action in place of a driver 

if   he fails to do it.   The ATS  control  action  is  activated  by  the  corresponding  signal  
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Fig. 5: Functional Relation of Safety Control System with ATS 

 

turning red.  Thus, the ATS can supplement a safety control function performed by a pair 

of a signal and a driver.  Figure 5 shows general event sequences including an ATS. The 

addition of ATSs can reduce the contribution of drivers’ errors to the collision accident.  

Failure of a safety control system with an ATS requires failure of the ATS, which 

increases the size of its minimal cut sets, in other words, decreases its occurrence 

probability or frequency. 

Similarly to the safety control system, ATS can be also divided into three parts.  The 

detection part consists of a wayside coil on the track to send information of a red signal to 

the train, and a pickup coil on a train to receive the information.  Thus, the detection part 

fails if either wayside coil OR pickup coil fails. The relay circuit on the train corresponds 

to the diagnosis part which triggers an appropriate command signal to the execution part 

depending on the driver action.  The diagnosis part failure occurs when the relay circuit 

fails.  The control actions are divided into two types: warning by alarm and compulsory 

stop of the train. The execution parts correspond to the alarm system, and the braking 

system, respectively. Depending on the situation, failure condition of alarm or braking 

system constitutes failure condition of the execution part. Even if the alarm system fails, 

the normal braking system can prevent a collision accident. In this sense, failure 

conditions of the execution part correspond to those of the braking system.  

 

From the above consideration, the ATS cannot be effective without appropriate 

allocation of signals. In the above example, the ATS is effective for safety control systems 

(s1) and (s2), but not for (s3) where no signal devices are available.  So, the addition of 

ATSs is effective only for initial condition (a1) where safety control system (s2) is 

available.  Safety control system (s2) can be improved by adding ATSs, which is denoted 

as safety control system (s2’).  Failure conditions of safety control system (s2’) can be 

obtained as: 
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(b1’) the failed-dangerous failure of errant departure detection device a,  

(b2’) the communication failure of signal 6,  

(b3’-1) the driver at train Y fails to detect the red signal AND the detection failure of 

the ATS, 

(b3’-2) the driver at train Y fails to detect the red signal AND the execution failure of 

the ATS, 

(b4’) the driver at train Y fails to stop his train AND the execution failure of the ATS, 

(b5’) the braking system at train Y fails to stop train Y. 

 

Compared with the previous failure conditions, the contribution of human errors in 

stopping the train according to the signal can be reduced by the addition of ATSs because 

failure conditions of ATSs are required for the system accident to occur. Thus, the 

consideration from the viewpoint of safety control functions can clarify the effect of 

additional safety measures or devices on the safety control system.  

4.  Conclusions  

This paper applies the concept of “safety control functions” to the derivation of accident 

occurrence conditions of railway systems in the event tree analysis. As shown in the 

simple illustrative example of a collision accident, the decomposition of a safety control 

function into detection, diagnosis and execution can simplify not only the identification of 

safety control functions related to a disturbance or initiating event, but also the derivation 

of their failure conditions including hardware and human actions. Safety devices and 

safety actions by human operators can be organized into a safety control system, which 

can perform a safety control function as a whole in the accident sequence. From the 

viewpoint of taking an effective countermeasure, the proposed method can consider not 

only the cognitive aspects of human actions, but also the role of each component in the 

overall system safety control function. Depending on the initial condition when a 

disturbance occurs, the event tree expression can be easily modified by identifying 

available safety control systems related to protection and mitigation of the disturbance. As 

this paper focuses on the qualitative analysis to derive system accident occurrence 

conditions, the quantitative analysis is the next step in our research.  The driver’s error 

probability of the stop action depends on not only his personal conditions, but also the 

train conditions such as its position, speed, etc. Time dependency must be also considered 

in the evaluation of error probability.  From the viewpoint of safety control function, on-

demand failure probability [10] must be utilized to evaluate the failure probability of 

safety control systems.     
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